Kawasaki KZ650
Big Bike Performance And Comfort At A
Considerable Savings In Price.
ERFORMANCE. That’s what Kawafastest way through this turn is to pitch it in
sakis are made of and what has tradi
under full braking. Cornering in this manner
tionally set them apart. Consider the
reduces ground clearance even more than
500 HI Triple. It didn’t handle, it wouldn’t
normal, making it possible to drag the
stop. But it would out-accelerate all but the
centerstand.
very best Nortons and Triumphs. Enter then
After the hairpin’s apex, the Fuji track
the 903cc Zl. It handled better, had good
widens. Through the remaining right-hand
sweepers the bike was wound out. Stability
brakes, and set performance standards that
other machines have yet to equal. Now
remained good through second, third, fourth
there’s the KZ650, a double overhead cam
and fifth gears. Just before the straight it was
necessary to shift down to fourth. At this
Four that will outrun most 750s.
Saying that a 650 will outrun most 750s is
point, the bike had to be leaned over as far
a bold statement indeed, but Kawasaki had
as it would go in order to enter the straight
every confidence that the machine would do
without having to brake. Once on the straight,
just that. To prove it, they invited us to the
we grabbed fifth gear, tucked in and wound
famed Bonneville Salt Flats for top-speed
it up to 9500 rpm, or just under 120 mph.
runs, and then to Fuji Speedway in Japan to
What all this means is that the KZ650 is
evaluate handling and overall performance.
not a racer. The tires and suspension are ob
At Bonneville, it’s possible to accelerate
viously not designed for that. The brakes fade
for miles before entering the speed trap; the
after several stops from 100 mph. We don’t
salt area is that vast. But because the KZ650
criticize severely, however, because you’ll
is a street machine, it was decided to limit the
never be able to push this bike hard enough
acceleration area to one mile. Even so, speeds
on the street to get in trouble. The balance
were in the 115-mph range. Translate that to
between available engine power, chassis and
sea level performance and you have a ma
chassis components is an even one.
chine capable of just under 120 mph.
To further qualify the 650’s power and
On to Japan and Fuji Speedway. The
handling, let's take a moment and compare
uniqueness of the course demands full con
it to the Zl. Physically, the 650 is smaller
centration at first, but the orientation period
and lighter. Suspension is moderately better
also allowed time to get the feel of the motor
than the Zl’s, but rider comfort is far supe
cycle. Initial impressions of the bike were of
rior thanks to a redesigned seat.
lightness, quickness, responsiveness and
Both the 650 and the Zl accelerate hard,
stability. In no lime at all it imparted a feeling
with the edge understandably going to the Z.
of comfort and confidence. Overall, it was
The 650 covers the quarter mile in 13.1 sec
damned impressive.
onds; the Zl covers it in 12.3. In addition,
the Zl has a 10-mph top-speed advantage.
A trip down the straightaway began the test
of the KZ650 in earnest. By the end of the
Unlike the 650, the Z has considerably more
straight, the bike was running fiat out in top
engine than the chassis can handle. Conse
gear. Stability was excellent. At the end of
quently, it wiggles much more than the
the straight, you enter a 40-mph hairpin turn,
smaller Four.
a chance to test the bike’s reaction during
Styling of the two bikes is very similar, but
heavy braking. The rear end began skating
technically they bear little resemblance. The
slightly. While not damaging, the action is a
650's crankshaft and connecting rods ride on
little disconcerting when riding hard.
plain bearings. Primary drive is taken be
Next comes a downhill drop that imme
tween the center two cylinders, and instead
diately leads to a left- then a right-hand
of the conventional gear, Kawasaki chose
sweeper (S curve). A slight clearance prob
a very efficient Morse Hy-Vo chain. Center
lem revealed itself here. When you really
drive is a good way to go because it dis
lean into a turn, it’s possible to drag the
tributes the crankshaft load to the bearings
footpegs.
equally. The transmission is integral and is
The S curve also has some rough pavement
lubricated in common with the powerto contend with. The bike did wiggle, but
producing portion of the engine by a wet
only because it was being ridden as hard as it
sump. The oil pump pickup is centrally lo
would go. The longer we continued, though,
cated and sufficiently baffled to prevent oil
the worse it got. The problem? At least in
surging and subsequent air locking of the
part, the rear suspension.
pump.
Exiting the S curve, you find yourself on
Pistons are conventional, but the camshaft/
a downhill, heading for a hairpin left. The
(Continued on page 82)
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The Kawasaki 650 crankshaft rides on plain
bearings. Note the Morse Hy-Vo chain which
transmits power from the crankshaft to the
transmission. The single-row chain next to it
drives the double-overhead camshafts.

Ignition is conventional battery and coil with
two sets of points.

A drum brake is used at the rear instead of a
disc.
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Camshafts operate directly on the valves via
cam followers. The shims used for valve ad
justment have been relocated under the fol
lower. This necessitates camshaft removal
when adjusting valves.
Clutch is typical wet, multi-disc. Four 24mm
Mikuni carburetors are rubber-mounted to pre
vent vibration-induced fuel frothing.
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